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Abstract: 

Since the end of the World War II, Germany´s security and defence policy has been known 

for having a very weak sense of identity. Until recently, Germany has been the persistent 

definition of an ideological continuity through a culture of extreme military containment, 

regardless of the political predisposition of the ruling party at any time. Unlike other fields of 

national power —as it is the economic one—, where it has not hesitated to exercise the 

European leadership, Germany has refrained from doing so in the security field. Lately, 

however, it seems that the German political elites have a greater awareness on the 

importance of defence issues. They have started to understand that such a strict self-

containment and the lack of a genuine self national security policy, are preventing Germany 

from being the true master of its own destiny, while it has missed at the same time many 

opportunities to support its allies in the European Union and NATO. Gradually, German 

society is becoming aware of the fact that Germany is nowadays the main European power 

and, at the same time, it is closely linked to all global networks. In such circumstances, 

Germany must go further to guarantee the security that the rest of countries have been 

providing to Germans for decades now.  
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German Defence Policy 

Is there a new outlook on Defence? 

Germany offers a clear example of how military power is not just about the total 

number of soldiers, tanks, ships, and aircraft owned by the State.  The power 

balance should also include intangible elements such as the political willingness to 

use military power to make progress on national interests, the elite’s strategic culture, 

or the support of public opinion.1 In this sense, Germany continues to attempt a 

reconciliation of its growing role as a European hegemonic nation while facing the 

difficulties of doing so, as compared to other European powerful countries. Its 

leadership focuses on the political and economic fields while its military influence has 

a modest impact, given the fact that military means are barely considered another 

tool of the State’s foreign action and the promotion of national interests.2  

In this aspect, the German Reunification did not bring about a substantial change in 

its doctrinal approaches on the field of security and defence, to the point where, after 

the review made on the 25th anniversary of the Reunification, Deutsche Welle —

Germany’s international broadcaster— concluded that “in 1990, the winners of the 

Second World War feared that a reunified Germany could regain military might. 25 

years later, nobody is scared of the Bundeswehr. On the contrary, some are 

concerned by its weakness.”3 If we take a look at the causes of this situation, we 

must find them in the sociological consequences of the defeat after the Second 

World War, which laid the foundations of a country taught during several generations 

to reject militarism and military expansionism. At the same time, Germany was 

brought under several legal restrictions on the use of military power.4 This explains 

                                                           
1 Michael Shurkin, Setting Priorities in the Age of Austerity. British, French and German Experiences, 
Rand Corporation, 2013, p. 36. 
2 According to Patrick Keller, “Germany’s political leadership is instinctively reluctant to use hard 
power. The use of military means is suspected to be rarely effective in producing desired political 
outcomes and always incurs political costs at home.” Patrick Keller, German Hard Power: Is there a 
there there?, p. 107. There is also Gary J. Schmitt in (ed.) A Hard Look at Hard Power. Assessing the 
Defense Capabilities of Key US Allies and Security Partners, United States Army War College Press, 
2015. 
3 Deutsche Welle. Bundeswehr - a smaller army with greater tasks, September 21, 2015, 
http://www.dw.com/en/bundeswehr-a-smaller-army-with-greater-tasks/a-18737349.  
4 The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Armed Forces of the German Bundestag proves this 
feature in the German military specificity. This peculiar institution acts as an advocate for service 
personnel and has specific jurisdiction; it assists the Parliament in exercising parliamentary (and not 

http://www.dw.com/en/bundeswehr-a-smaller-army-with-greater-tasks/a-18737349
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the difficulties Germany has had occupying the space that it deserves according to its 

geopolitical heft as a European power.  

It can be said then that the traumatic consequences of the Second World War, 

together with a well-established pacifism in a society that still carries the stigma of the 

past atrocities, have translated into a low interest on security and defence topics.5 

Evidence can be found in the great reluctance that the successive German 

governments have systematically displayed at the time of taking bigger 

responsibilities in international security, along with a preference for civil tools of crisis 

prevention, which are considered to be more effective. This is what happened during 

the 2011 Libyan crisis, during which Germany refrained from voting in favour of the 

1973 resolution of the Security Council, which authorised a limited intervention in 

Libya. Another example is the lack of support given to the French intervention in Mali 

during the Serval Operation in January 2013.  

However, German society is slowly becoming aware of the fact that Germany is now 

the main European power; a country which is closely connected with global networks 

and must therefore guarantee a security that has been provided by other countries to 

Germany during several decades.6 The 2014 January Munich Security Conference 

seems to have been the turning point of this new approach to security. As stated by 

Federal President Joachim Gauck during his opening speech,7 the Federal Republic 

is shifting “from a beneficiary to a guarantor of the international order and security” 

and thus it should accept a bigger international commitment without excluding 

military tools a priori, assuming that they would be the last resort after employing all 

diplomatic possibilities.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     

governmental) oversight over the armed forces. In the following website 
https://www.bundestag.de/htdocs_e/bundestag/commissioner, annual reports are published; the most 
recent one was published in January 2015.  
5Munich Security Report 2015, Collapsing Order, Reluctant Guardians? p.10, 
http://www.eventanizer.com/MSC2015/MunichSecurityReport2015.pdf.  
6 Bundesministerium der Verteidigung: “Speech by the Federal Minister of Defence, Ursula von der 
Leyen, on the Occasion of the 50th Munich Security Conference”, 31.1.2014; Frank-Walter 
Steinmeier: „Speech by Foreign Minister Frank Walter Steinmeier at the 50th Munich Security 
Conference”, 1.2.2014, www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/Infoservice/Presse/Reden/2014/140201-
BM_M%C3%BCSiKo.html.  
7 Speech "Germany’s role in the world: Reflections on responsibility, norms and alliances" by Federal 
President Joachim Gauck, 50th Munich Security Conference, January 31, 2014, 
http://www.bundespraesident.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Reden/2014/01/140131-Muenchner-
Sicherheitskonferenz-Spanisch.pdf?__blob=publicationFile.  

https://www.bundestag.de/htdocs_e/bundestag/commissioner
http://www.eventanizer.com/MSC2015/MunichSecurityReport2015.pdf
http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/Infoservice/Presse/Reden/2014/140201-BM_M%C3%BCSiKo.html
http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/Infoservice/Presse/Reden/2014/140201-BM_M%C3%BCSiKo.html
http://www.bundespraesident.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Reden/2014/01/140131-Muenchner-Sicherheitskonferenz-Spanisch.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
http://www.bundespraesident.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Reden/2014/01/140131-Muenchner-Sicherheitskonferenz-Spanisch.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
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Bottom line of German Defence Policy  

The cornerstones of Germany’s defence policy, NATO and the EU, seem however to 

be unalterable. In fact, Germany’s security and defence policy should be understood 

in two different and separate branches, one for each organisation. The first, Atlantic, 

is linked to classical defence and constitutes Germany’s favourite military action 

framework. The second, European, is directed towards crisis management. This 

ambivalence in German security, together with the changes that both organisations 

are undergoing, makes German defence policy more reactive than proactive.  

Despite all this, radicalism in the Mediterranean and the crisis in Ukraine have forced 

Germany significantly to revise its security strategy and respond to Russia when it 

attempted to employ military force in defence of its national interests. To that effect, 

Germany is preparing a new Defence White Paper8 which should be published next 

year and that will probably collect the idea that, in the future, the German Armed 

Forces will focus not only on international missions (like Afghanistan) but also in 

strengthening NATO’s defences. It can be said that Germany is now facing Russia 

with a special emphasis on boosting the presence of the Alliance in Eastern Europe.9 

On the other hand, Germany still maintains a “wait and see” defensive position 

towards allied proposals such as the permanent establishment of troops in the 

Eastern European countries, or the increase in defence budget. Thus, even though 

Germany has started to subtly rethink its position towards Russia by expressing its 

critical opinion in a more open way, it still believes it’s not too late to save the 

relationship and keep fluent communications to avoid the emergence of a week 

Russia searching for vengeance in Europe.  

As for international military missions, there is evidence of a greater German 

commitment, especially in Africa, where the German Government adopted in May 

2014 its new Policy Guidelines for Africa10, focused on widening the efforts and 

commitment of Germany in the EU framework. Berlin decided to increase the number 

of military instructors in the EU mission in Mali (from 180 to 250) and to intensify the 

                                                           
8 The current Defence White Paper is from 2006. 
9“Germany says new security strategy will respond to Russia”, Reuters, 17/02/2015, 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/02/17/us-germany-security-idUSKBN0LL1BK20150217.  
10AfrikapolitischeLeitlinien der Bundesregierung, Berlin, 21 Mayo 2014. 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/02/17/us-germany-security-idUSKBN0LL1BK20150217
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support to the EU missions in CAR by adding more transportation capacities. The 

nature of these contributions indicates, however, that Germany keeps some red lines 

in terms of interventions outside its Armed Forces: no combat forces were employed; 

the support was mainly about training and logistics such as flights refuelling, medical 

evacuation (Medevac), and transportation capacities.  

Since Africa’s outlook seems to be the one with a greater risk of permanent crisis, it 

also seems very possible that Germany will support military missions in this 

continent, but it is less likely that they will be German-launched. On the contrary, the 

latest decisions suggest that Germany would still show certain reluctance to share 

the risks of such operations and would prefer to employ its huge financial resources 

in getting rid of the pressure to contribute with military means.  

Nevertheless, the Paris terrorist attacks in November 2015 can be a turning point in 

this strategy reasoning with future consequences that are still difficult to evaluate. 

The recent German decision to deploy military forces in the Eastern Mediterranean 

and Africa in a mission estimated to last “more than ten years”11 seems to be an 

indicator of a better German acceptance of greater military commitments in the 

international sphere, even though the red line of combat missions has not been 

broken yet.  

German Defence reform 

Concerning the Armed Forces, the long and tortuous process initiated by the decision 

of the Federal Constitutional Court in 1994 when it confirmed the legitimacy of the 

Bundeswehr operations that were conducted abroad12, allowed the Bundeswehr to 

undergo a transformation. From being a force geared towards defending national 

territory, very large13, heavy, and based on compulsory military service, it is slowly 

                                                           
11 Germany will deploy six Tornado reconnaissance jets and an army satellite; the German frigate will 
join the French aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle in the Eastern Mediterranean. Germany will also 
provide 1,200 soldiers in a mission against Daesh with a 134€ million budget until the end of 2016. 
Guillem Sans Mora, El Gobierno alemán aprueba la misión militar contra el IS en Siria e Irak, El 
Mundo, December 1, 2015, 
http://www.elmundo.es/internacional/2015/12/01/565d6ff522601d2b6b8b456c.html.  
12 Keller, op. cit., p. 95. 
13 German Armed Forces counted with 585,000 soldiers distributed in 12 armoured and mechanised 
divsions by the end of the Cold War.   

http://www.elmundo.es/internacional/2015/12/01/565d6ff522601d2b6b8b456c.html
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becoming a highly professional entity, reduced, lighter, and geared towards 

projection operations.14  

This deep transformation of the German military model took place during a long-term 

budget cut and a major effort to integrate simultaneously the Armed Forces of the 

GDR as a consequence of the Reunification. In this sense, the Armed Forces of the 

Federal Republic became one of the main pillars of national unification, so it should 

not seem strange that Germany chose to wait until 2011 —once the reunification 

process was more consolidated and more than a decade later than countries like 

France or Spain— to transform its Armed Forces into a professional and voluntary 

body. The consequence is that, nowadays, Germany suffers many of the recruiting 

issues that other European countries had to solve at that time to settle down the 

model of professional, voluntary forces.15  

In the actual military field, the German Armed Forces are subject to an exhaustive 

review as a consequence of the lessons learned in the Afghani mission, a 

circumstance that has forced the Bundeswehr to transform its operational structures 

from the Cold War model to an experienced, world-known combat force. 

Notwithstanding this transformation, it has not received enough support due to a shift 

in the political and public opinion narrative. Hence, although the German Armed 

Forces have abandoned the Cold War dynamics, there is still the question of how to 

employ them, or even simpler, why should they be employed at all? It is quite 

possible that the crisis in Iraq, Syria, and Ukraine, together with the debate they are 

generating among German public opinion and the military and political elites, will 

contribute to bring the matter of the identity dilemma to a conclusion.  

In 2010, Germany launched what can be considered as the biggest reform in defence 

capabilities since the Bundeswehr establishment. The reform should be completed in 

                                                           
14 Brief summary of Bundeswehr operations from 1955 to 2015 at Deutsche Welle, A new age for 
German tropos? From aid deliveries to combat missions, August 22, 2014, http://www.dw.com/en/a-
new-age-for-german-troops-from-aid-deliveries-to-combat-missions/a-17870740,  
15 More on the difficulties of professionalising the Armed Forces and attracting the right candidates to 
the troop recruitment at Deutsche Welle, German defense minister plans long-term modernization of 
military, January 30, 2015, http://www.dw.com/en/german-defense-minister-plans-long-term-
modernization-of-military/a-18226591. According to Keller, op. cit., p. 105, German Armed Forces 
need to recruit 12,500 men and women every year to consolidate the system.  

http://www.dw.com/en/a-new-age-for-german-troops-from-aid-deliveries-to-combat-missions/a-17870740
http://www.dw.com/en/a-new-age-for-german-troops-from-aid-deliveries-to-combat-missions/a-17870740
http://www.dw.com/en/german-defense-minister-plans-long-term-modernization-of-military/a-18226591
http://www.dw.com/en/german-defense-minister-plans-long-term-modernization-of-military/a-18226591
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2017 and it has been designed to respond to the changes in the strategic 

surroundings and to the significant reduction of capabilities from other partners and 

allies, this being a consequence of a more acute crisis in these countries than in 

Germany.  

A year later, in May 2011, Germany presented the project of an Armed Forces model 

in its Defence Policy Guidelines16, currently ongoing and to be completed before 

2017. Concerning its levels of ambition (LoA), it showed a disposition to become a 

framework nation i.e. the framework of a multinational operative organisation with 

enough capabilities to integrate foreign forces. For that, it would need to count on 

forces capable to operate in “the entire intensity spectrum.”17 The objective of 

keeping “deployable” and “sustainable” military capabilities in different operation of 

crisis management corresponds to the number of 10,000 soldiers.18 

Later on, in June 2012, the Implementation Plans of the reform, currently ongoing, 

were further pinpointed. Approximately three quarters of the objectives should have 

been achieved by 2015.19 And yet, even before reaching total implementation of the 

2011 Defence Policy Guidelines, Germany has announced a new Defence White 

Paper for mid 2016,20 which clearly reflects the extraordinary volatility of German 

defence policy, a phenomenon that takes place throughout all of Europe.  

                                                           
16 Available in English, French, and German at the wesbite of the German Ministry of Defence 
http://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/LYsxEoAgDATf4gdIb-
cv1MYBzcQbMDgQ8ftSONtssUsrddQ3iDdk9YlmWnaM4XXhauIq9pPLybB65wRDdF6FQzZ2R47Pxdq
tcTHGAXlU_q72byv9tgQFK91xGj6tRgx1/ . 
17 Several authors have contrasted the official rhetoric of maintaining “enough capabilities in the whole 
conflict spectrum” with the actual implementation in the German Armed Forces. Shurkin, op. cit., p. 29. 
According to Shurkin, the new structure of armed forces, a product of the 2011 reform, clearly benefits 
the capabilities related to quick interventions in crisis management in the conflict mean spectrum. 
18 Unlike the UK and France, Germany does not explicitly identify a “temporary maximum effort” of 
forces in high intensity operations. This means that the current cycle of German availability implies 
operative deployments of 4 months, followed by tan interim period of rest and training until the new 20 
months deployment comes, including the 6 previous months of training and pre-deployment / stand-
by. Keller, op. cit., p. 105. IHS Jane´s World Armies Germany, July 31, 2015, p. 4. 
19 See the official document of the Implementation Plans at the wesbite of the German Ministry of 
Defence at: 
https://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/NYzBCsIwEET_KJsiQvFmqQcvHgTReEvbJV1sN2WzaS9
-vOnBGXiXNwy8oZT9SsErRfYTvMD1dOo2081rMIn6EWVE0rTEiZQ-
pss8YNpwFMOYfU5SNpo5wHM_G9D0kVF3KrJSYRCvUcwSRafdZJFiDA3gbNU2trL_VN_64S6H27G
27bW5wzLP5x8aaE_T/, accessed on October 2, 2015.  
20 The process of the new Defence White Paper started in February 2015 and it counts with the 
contribution of both military and civil experts who represent different ministries, political parties, and 
German firearm brands.  

http://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/LYsxEoAgDATf4gdIb-cv1MYBzcQbMDgQ8ftSONtssUsrddQ3iDdk9YlmWnaM4XXhauIq9pPLybB65wRDdF6FQzZ2R47PxdqtcTHGAXlU_q72byv9tgQFK91xGj6tRgx1/
http://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/LYsxEoAgDATf4gdIb-cv1MYBzcQbMDgQ8ftSONtssUsrddQ3iDdk9YlmWnaM4XXhauIq9pPLybB65wRDdF6FQzZ2R47PxdqtcTHGAXlU_q72byv9tgQFK91xGj6tRgx1/
http://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/LYsxEoAgDATf4gdIb-cv1MYBzcQbMDgQ8ftSONtssUsrddQ3iDdk9YlmWnaM4XXhauIq9pPLybB65wRDdF6FQzZ2R47PxdqtcTHGAXlU_q72byv9tgQFK91xGj6tRgx1/
https://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/NYzBCsIwEET_KJsiQvFmqQcvHgTReEvbJV1sN2WzaS9-vOnBGXiXNwy8oZT9SsErRfYTvMD1dOo2081rMIn6EWVE0rTEiZQ-pss8YNpwFMOYfU5SNpo5wHM_G9D0kVF3KrJSYRCvUcwSRafdZJFiDA3gbNU2trL_VN_64S6H27G27bW5wzLP5x8aaE_T/
https://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/NYzBCsIwEET_KJsiQvFmqQcvHgTReEvbJV1sN2WzaS9-vOnBGXiXNwy8oZT9SsErRfYTvMD1dOo2081rMIn6EWVE0rTEiZQ-pss8YNpwFMOYfU5SNpo5wHM_G9D0kVF3KrJSYRCvUcwSRafdZJFiDA3gbNU2trL_VN_64S6H27G27bW5wzLP5x8aaE_T/
https://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/NYzBCsIwEET_KJsiQvFmqQcvHgTReEvbJV1sN2WzaS9-vOnBGXiXNwy8oZT9SsErRfYTvMD1dOo2081rMIn6EWVE0rTEiZQ-pss8YNpwFMOYfU5SNpo5wHM_G9D0kVF3KrJSYRCvUcwSRafdZJFiDA3gbNU2trL_VN_64S6H27G27bW5wzLP5x8aaE_T/
https://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/NYzBCsIwEET_KJsiQvFmqQcvHgTReEvbJV1sN2WzaS9-vOnBGXiXNwy8oZT9SsErRfYTvMD1dOo2081rMIn6EWVE0rTEiZQ-pss8YNpwFMOYfU5SNpo5wHM_G9D0kVF3KrJSYRCvUcwSRafdZJFiDA3gbNU2trL_VN_64S6H27G27bW5wzLP5x8aaE_T/
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Germany also foresees defence budget cuts in order to focus on international conflict 

prevention and crisis management missions; in other words, stabilisation operations. 

To achieve this, it intends to keep its actual spectrum of capabilities while it 

decreases the sustainability rate, understood as the time frame during which it can 

maintain both capabilities and personnel of an operational deployed force. This is 

what it has created the concept dubbed Breite vor Tiefe, “width before depth”, which 

can also be understood as “capabilities before sustainment”. Capabilities are 

therefore only reduced in number and operational availability. In this aspect, and as a 

consequence of the reform, the military equipment and material are suffering a 

reduction in available quantity but not in types and kinds. Germany thus maintains its 

contractual obligations in the major weapon programs —such as the A-400 transport 

aircraft, the NH-90 transport helicopter, or the Eurofighter combat aircraft— but with 

reduced numbers and delayed deliveries.   

The “capabilities before sustainment” proposal comes from the theory of the 

Framework Nations Concept (FNC) as expressed by NATO as a guideline to 

interoperability. The main idea behind this concept is about improving sustainment, 

maintaining the critical capabilities through action in multinational contexts —where 

other countries cover German lacks— and planning defence in combination with 

other countries. NATO’s idea, supported by Germany, consists of creating big and 

small States clusters which coordinate the commitment of teams and forces provided. 

The Framework Nation offers the skeleton to which smaller countries attach 

themselves to make specific contributions. Here is where Germany sees a special 

opportunity to offset its reductions, by integrating within its framework structures its 

neighbouring countries, with a special preference for the Visegrád Group or V4 

(Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia), the Nordic Defence Cooperation 

or NORDEFCO (Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden), and the Benelux 

(Belgium, Netherlands, and Luxembourg). Moreover, to work in multilateral military 

fields gives Defence a politically more acceptable role in the eyes of German society 

than unilateral military initiatives ever would.  
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As for capabilities, the priority “width before depth” indicates a preference for 

maintaining certain capabilities even though there is a lack of critical mass of means 

in what constitutes a feature specifically German, although some features of the new 

policies, such as the emphasis on the capacity to answer immediately and the 

capacity to integrate foreign forces, are familiar to other countries.21 In any case, and 

despite the depth of the reforms, the official vocabulary prefers to use the term 

“reorientation” (Neuausrichtung), in order to give an image of continuity instead of 

disruption.  

In terms of personnel, the aim is to keep 185,000 active military and 55,000 civil 

employees (that would mean taking out 65,000 military and 20,000 employees with 

respect to the numbers in 2010). The German army would then be reduced to 57,000 

soldiers, together with 23,000 military from the Air Force (Luftwaffe) and 13,000 from 

the Navy. As for the reserve numbers, the aim is to have 6,000 reservists divided in 

12 units, although the reorganisation of active forces has delayed the implementation 

of the reserve.22 Apart from the high number of civil personnel, there is another 

distinctive feature of the German forces’ model that must be highlighted: a tendency 

to join logistics, in this case under the Joint Support Service, composed of 36-46,000 

military personnel, and a Joint Medical Service, composed of 15-19,000 military 

personnel.23 The current review however considers reducing the Level of Ambition 

(LoA). In 2003, LoA considered an employable force of 14,000 soldiers for a total of 

245,000 that made up the Bundeswehr, while the current LoA forsees a decrease to 

10,000 soldiers in operations for a total of 185,000.  

With these numbers, Germany expects to cover its commitments made to NATO 

Responses Forces, to EU Battlegroups, and to deployments in the UN framework. 

The numbers should also be enough to allow German leadership in two theatres of 

operations where it would operate as a framework nation.  

                                                           
21 Keller, op. cit., p. 104. A decrease of sustainability and redundancy are accepted risks in certain 
capabilities. 
22 See IHS Jane´s World Armies Germany, July 21 2015, p. 4; from the 6,000 objective in 2015 only 
2,500 are available. More on the concept of “reserve” in the 2011 Heer. The reorientation of the 
German Army (2nd edition), 2015, pp. 121-123 
23 Keller, p. 102. 
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Budgetary limitations  

In any case, to turn the new LoA into a reality in the Armed Forces, Germany needs 

to keep its Forces under some budgetary restrictions.  Budgetary consolidation is still 

a key priority for the German Government and society24, which means that, just like 

every other European country, the alleged reforms of security and strategy are 

actually decisions made after budget cuts in Defence.25 

Germany looks ready to increase its Defence expenditure according to the NATO 

guidelines on achieving 2% of GDP and, to obtain this, the Federal Government has 

agreed to raise the budget gradually from the current 1.2%, one of the smallest in 

Europe, accordingly to its actual financial planning cycle anticipated until 2019.26 

According to what has been planned, Defence budget for 2016 should increase to 

4.2% as compared to 2015, which means that, during the current planning cycle 

(2015-2019), Germany will have spent 8,000 € million more than it would have if this 

budget rise had not been approved.  If the projections are right, Defence spending 

will be 32,947 € million in 2015 and 35,176 € million by the end of the planning period 

in 2019. Even if this means a substantial increase compared to current numbers, the 

quantity mentioned above is still below the annual 2% recommended by the Alliance, 

which would mean spending 58,000 € million. We can also ask ourselves if this 

moderate rise approved by the German government on July 1 will actually happen, 

especially if we take into account the fact that the numbers are just a non-binding, 

planning assumption. 

                                                           
24 The Military Balance 2015, p. 60. 
25 Keller, op. cit., pp. 98-99. 
26 Keller, op. cit., pp. 100-101 y 108-1109. It must be pointed out that a part of the defence budget in 
France and the UK is dedicated to chapters which have been rejected by Germany (e.g. nuclear 
power, aircraft carriers, amphibious warfare). Hence, the German percentage dedicated to 
conventional forces is closer to the French and British numbers than it looks.  
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German Defence budget (2015-2019) € billion 

For this reason, Defence Minister Ursula von der Leyen’s speech, made on June 30 

to celebrate the 60th anniversary of Germany’s membership in NATO, might seem 

more rhetoric and less real. During the speech, she stated that “indifference is not 

longer an option for a country like Germany” and she committed to support NATO 

guidelines of spending 2% of GDP on national defence. Time will tell if the 

statements made by the Minister Von der Leyen, who supports a stronger German 

activism in foreign policy, as she defends that “security requires investment” and that 

Germany “will meet the requirements” can be reconciled with the statements of 

Foreign Policy Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier who has said that although “more is 

expected from Europeans (...), the budget is limited.”27 

At the same time, and just like the rest of countries, Germany seems to have found 

out that the substitution of compulsory military service for a professional army —

absolutely necessary for expeditionary operations of projection of forces— does not 

                                                           
27 Sebastian Schulte, “Germany to increase defence spending”, HIS Jane´s 360, 5 July 2015, 
http://www.janes.com/article/52745/germany-to-increase-defence-spending.  

http://www.janes.com/article/52745/germany-to-increase-defence-spending
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help saving, but rather the opposite.28 All this has translated into an effective 

reduction of the forces structure and a decrease in the number of platforms, 

equipment and systems.  

It is important to note that by the end of September 2014, right after several 

declarations from German politicians29 encouraging a bigger role in the international 

arena, and just after the donation of German war material to the Kurds under ISIS’ 

attack was announced, there were some papers published to inform that the main 

weaponry systems of the German Army were at a very low operability level and that 

Germany would not be able to comply with NATO commitments.30 The Bundeswehr 

itself had to admit recently it “cannot attend its defence promises made to NATO31” 

due to several problems found in the equipment and material, as well as a lack of 

spare pieces. 

Almost immediately afterwards, an independent report expressed its doubts on the 

future of the main German weaponry programs if specific and urgent action to correct 

this was not taken32.   

                                                           
28 Keller, op. cit., p. 98, y Shurkin, op. cit., p. 30. 
29 President Joachim Gauck; Chancellor Angela Merkel, who has almost always chosen to delegate 
this type of statements in her ministers; Foreign Affairs minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier and Defence 
minister Ursula von der Leyen. 
30 The main problems referred to air platforms, such as C-160 Transall transport aircraft, and NH-90 
ground helicopters y Sea King y Sea Lynx helicopters, although the general description of all 
weaponry systems was worrying. As for land forces, only 280 of the 406 VCI Marder and 70 f the 180 
armoured Boxer vehicles were classified as “operational and deployable”; only 10 out of the 31 Tiger 
attack helicopters and 8 out of the 33 NH-90 fell under the same category. Spiegel Online 
International, Germany´s Disarmed Forces: Ramshacle Military at Odds with Global Aspirations, 
September 30 2014, http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/ramshackle-army-at-odds-with-
berlin-s-global-aspirations-a-994607.html, accesed on September 26 2015. Deutsche Welle, German 
military struggles to reconcile global demands with aging aircraft, September 26 2014, 
http://www.dw.com/en/german-military-struggles-to-reconcile-global-demands-with-aging-aircraft/a-
17956441, accesed on October 1 2015. Deutsche Welle, Germany´s von der Leyden admits major 
Bundeswehr shortfalls, September 27 2014, http://www.dw.com/en/germanys-von-der-leyen-admits-
major-bundeswehr-shortfalls/a-17959798, accesed on October 1, 2015.  
31 Germany's von der Leyen admits major Bundeswehr shortfalls, Deutsche Welle, 27 de septiembre 
de 2014, http://www.dw.com/en/germanys-von-der-leyen-admits-major-bundeswehr-shortfalls/a-
17959798.  
32 BBC, Germany´s defence projects facing multiple risks-report, October 6 2014, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-29503383, accesed on October 1 2015. IHS Jane´s 360, 
Report highlights German procurement issues, October 9 2014,  
http://www.janes.com/article/44321/report-highlights-german-procurement-issues.   The report was 
delivered to the Ministry of Defence by KPMG, P3 and TaylorWessling consultancy firms, and was 
very critical on the weaponry programs management, mentioning significative delayals and additional 
costs.  

http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/ramshackle-army-at-odds-with-berlin-s-global-aspirations-a-994607.html
http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/ramshackle-army-at-odds-with-berlin-s-global-aspirations-a-994607.html
http://www.dw.com/en/german-military-struggles-to-reconcile-global-demands-with-aging-aircraft/a-17956441
http://www.dw.com/en/german-military-struggles-to-reconcile-global-demands-with-aging-aircraft/a-17956441
http://www.dw.com/en/germanys-von-der-leyen-admits-major-bundeswehr-shortfalls/a-17959798
http://www.dw.com/en/germanys-von-der-leyen-admits-major-bundeswehr-shortfalls/a-17959798
http://www.dw.com/en/germanys-von-der-leyen-admits-major-bundeswehr-shortfalls/a-17959798
http://www.dw.com/en/germanys-von-der-leyen-admits-major-bundeswehr-shortfalls/a-17959798
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-29503383
http://www.janes.com/article/44321/report-highlights-german-procurement-issues
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Even programs such as the whole fleet management, usually known in Germany as 

“dynamic team management”33, which seem to have been implemented in France or 

the United Kingdom without many obstacles, had been difficult to introduce in 

Germany.34 As a result, and with the purpose of increasing the level of general 

availability in every unit, the Defence Ministry has decided to delete this policy so 

that, gradually, all units keep the whole allocation on a permanent basis.35  

Conclusions 

Overall, the problems that the German Armed Forces are currently undergoing prove 

the difficulties of reconciling a reduced budgetary framework with grand, high-flown 

statements on the LoA. These problems are also a reminder of how complex the task 

of deeply reorganising the Armed Forces is, including their transformation from 

obligatory conscription to becoming a voluntary and professional body. The 

transformation is being carried out while making a considerable effort in operations 

and complying with demands of increasing combat intensity never achieved before in 

the Bundeswehr. These kinds of commitments are actually hard to achieve but 

common in all Western armed forces. In Germany’s case, the negative impact on the 

operability and availability of its units and systems has been even more visible. The 

new German Defence White Paper, to be published in 2016, will supposedly be able 

to face such contradictions.  

It is anyways important to highlight the new political and military assertiveness that 

has emerged in Germany after the 2014 Ukrainian crisis and the disturbing events on 

the Mediterranean, which have unleashed consequences as clear as the decision 

made by the German Government on April 2015 —without waiting for the release of 

the new Defence White Paper in 2016— to increase its armoured forces from 4 to 6 

battalions and increase their deterrence capabilities. It’s the first time in several years 

                                                           
33 A unit only has on a permanent basis approximately 70% of its material and receives the total 
allocation of vehicles and systems for exercises or operational deployments.  More on the concept of 
dynamic team management at Heer, The reorientation of the German Army (2nd ed.), 2015, p. 109 
34 On the deployment of the Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF) of NATO’s NRF OTAN 
during an exercise in Norway. The Local Germany, Troops tote broomsticks at NATO war games, 
February 17 2015, http://www.thelocal.de/20150217/germans-troops-tote-broomsticks-at-nato-war-
games, accessed on October 2015. A VJTF mechanised vehicle had to receive 15,000 elements from 
another 56 units to participate in the exercise.  
35 Löflman, op. cit. 

http://www.thelocal.de/20150217/germans-troops-tote-broomsticks-at-nato-war-games
http://www.thelocal.de/20150217/germans-troops-tote-broomsticks-at-nato-war-games
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that Germany increases its forces instead of decreasing them, which might be an 

indicator of what is to come, and might even show the path to the rest of its European 

partners.  

All in all, it still needs to be seen how and when these forces, which can be 

considered well equipped and sufficiently trained, will be deployed, or whether they 

will be employed at all. It seems probable that Germany is required to go further in 

European and international security in the long term, not only because it is among 

the most capable ones in military and economic terms, but also because it has a 

reputation for counting fundamentally with land forces and having good relationships 

with the surrounding countries, thus being able to interoperate easily.  

However, there is still the strategic contradiction between the forecast of German 

authorities stating that Germany will be more and more needed in international 

missions where it will take part actively, and the political limitation of contributing 

exclusively in the fields of training, counselling and logistics support, none of them 

being related to combat activities.   

It can be said then that Germany is a country with enhanced military capabilities but 

immersed in doubts coming from the Government and the German public opinion on 

the use of its Armed Forces as an active tool of its growing national power. In the 

long term we will see to what extent the Ukrainian crisis and the Mediterranean 

events determine the role that German defence will play in the next decade and the 

role that the German society —always placing its country “on top of everything 

else”— is ready to play in order to bring peace and international security.   
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